
Burdens related to Europe (week of 30 June 2024)

1) Bible distribution at the 2024 Summer Olympic Games in Paris
Information related to the Bible distribution at the 2024 Summer Olympic Games in France can be found at
amanatrust.org.uk/page/2024paris. Distribution during the Torch Relay began on May 6 and will continue until
17 July; after this, distribution will take place in French-speaking Europe during the Olympic and Paralympic
Games until 9 September. Saints who are burdened to give for the Bible distribution and other expenses can give
through LME by following instructions at lme.org/offerings.html. Designate offerings for “Paris Olympics.”
The quotas for participation in the gospel trips during the Torch Relay (TR1–TR9) and during OL1 and
OL2 have been filled.
Please pray:
 That the existing churches in French-speaking Europe will be strengthened by the gospel teams.
 That the Lord will gain local French speakers along with their families for the church life.
 That the Lord will raise up new lampstands in Marseilles, Toulouse, Montpellier, Caen, Nantes, Lille, Mertzig

(Luxembourg), and Geneva (Switzerland).
 That by summer 2025 there will be a team of 20 full-time serving ones in Paris to take care of the Lord’s needs

throughout France.
 That many students, families, and mature saints will migrate to France within the next couple of years for the

Lord’s interest.
 That the Lord will cover and rule over any disturbances from the enemy that will hinder the distribution.

2) Update on the UK Building Project
Updated video and written reports on the full-time training center in London can be found at
amanatrust.org.uk/page/reports. Additional information can be found at amanatrust.org.uk/page/bower-house-
bower-farm. Please pray that the Lord will provide the necessary funds, the construction permissions from the local
government, and the serving ones to carry out the construction.

3) The conflict in Ukraine
Please pray that the Lord will protect the tripartite being of all the saints and will rule in the heavens over every
aspect of this conflict so that the result will advance His economy on earth.

4) Migration to six European cities and strengthening of lampstands
Please pray for the migration of burdened saints to six cities—Barcelona, Brussels, Dublin, Lisbon, Rome, and
Zurich. More details on these cities can be found at lme.org/reports.html and at amanatrust.org.uk/page/reports.

5) Distribution of Bibles in Europe
Please pray for the spreading of the translated, interpreted, and understood divine truths in Europe for the
Lord’s recovery and restoration. To give for the distribution of Bibles in Europe please follow instructions at
lme.org/offerings.html. Designate offerings for “Distribution of Bibles in Europe.” Offerings for the printing of
Bibles should be given directly to Living Stream Ministry (LSM) and designated “Printing Bibles for Europe.” For
instructions on giving to LSM, visit lsm.org/donations.
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